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Dedicated to my father Ray Bowling, who always
helped make the world a little less scary.
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A sleepover at G
randma’s is

 always a
 treat. 

A sleepover at G
randma’s is

 always a
 treat. 

 She makes cookies and cakes 

 She makes cookies and cakes 

   and fun things to eat.

   and fun things to eat.
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She plays all our games and reads all our books.

 She makes us both laugh

    with funny face looks.
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But when the eve comes But when the eve comes 
 and darkness has followed,
 and darkness has followed,
  our eyes open wide, 
  our eyes open wide, 
   our courage is swallowed.
   our courage is swallowed.
    Her house comes alive 
    Her house comes alive      and makes creepy sounds,
     and makes creepy sounds,      as goblins come out 
      as goblins come out        and are making their rounds.
       and are making their rounds.
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          It’s scary at night,           It’s scary at night, 
  
 things move by themselves. things move by themselves.
   Shadows reveal creatures    Shadows reveal creatures 
who live on the shelves.who live on the shelves.

            Doors move without help Doors move without help 
         and speak in strange tones.         and speak in strange tones.
  They move back and forth   They move back and forth 
    as if they have bones.    as if they have bones.

    There are specters about,    There are specters about,
    of that we are certain,    of that we are certain,
    and a furry faced dragon     and a furry faced dragon 
     who lives in the curtain.     who lives in the curtain.
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